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The Dina Preston Band is the most talented and professional group we have
ever had perform for our organization since its founding in 1927. The event was
a huge success and the audience continues to send positive and complimentary notes
to the host about the band. Los Caballeros V.P. Ken Clarence, El Paso, TX.
Dear Dina,
The Dina Preston has been the best program for me here in Hungary – Thanks to you, we
achieved several Mission’s objectives, such as youth and minority outreach, Economic
Statecraft Initiative and, of course, showcasing of American culture. It was such a pleasure
to work with you, Don, Dave and Mark, to enjoy your music and to draw from your
optimism, energy and sense of humor. We’ve got positive feedback from your listeners to
American Corners’ Directors and to our staff.

I miss you already and some of your songs are still buzzing in my head. Would you, could
you, ain’t you gonna if I asked you if you wanna come to Hungary again?
Warm regards to all of you, Dmitri Tarakhovsky
U.S. Embassy Budapest
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It was really a pleasure to see you again – you’ve done a fantastic job and, in fact, exceeded our
expectations. Thank you! Dmitri Tarakhovsky U.S. Embassy Budapest

Don,
You've been an absolute pleasure to work with you -- you've been so quick, responsive, clear, and
flexible. I greatly appreciate this!
Best regards, Tressa
Tressa Rae Finerty
Cultural Affairs Officer
U.S. Embassy Yerevan, Armenia
The Best!!
We have been using the Dina Preston Band for over five years at annual and special events. There
has never been a glitch in any of their performances. They provide music that can be enjoyed by any
age group and in any setting or theme. Their experience is evidence of their willingness to work with
a client and provide musical entertainment that has been enjoyed by all who have attended our
functions. Without hesitation we would recommend this band and intend to use them in the
future while referring their services to others.
Executives’ Association of Greater Phoenix (eagp.org)

The Dina Preston Band is fantastic! They not only entertained our group, but everyone walking
along the lawn and sitting on the patio stayed to listen to them play. They are extremely
professional and know how to play to high-end corporate type of guests. Their music is
absolutely the best and it kept everyone asking for more. Our guests stayed long after the food was
served and the dishes cleared just to listen to the band. I will definitely hire them again for our
meeting in Phoenix next year. -Garnett B, Aerospace Industries Association
“ENTERTAINMENT should be Don's middle name. His talents illuminate across the stage
when he joins the Dina Preston Band providing musical enjoyment at any event. I've seen him
perform at AZMPI chapter events and the crowd goes wild. Don and his team can read an audience
and their performances adjust to the ambience of the patrons. Dance floors evolve, microphones are
shared, and audience participation is eminent. DEO Entertainment and the Dina Preston Band
are your ticket to the top of the charts. Donna Masiulewicz; CMP President, Timeline
Meetings and Events
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“Nothing but the best about this band”. I had the pleasure of working with Dina, Don, Henry
and Mark during their tour to Azerbaijan in summer 2007 and still cherish the memories. They are
skilled musicians with impressive repertoire, experienced travelers and cheerful people. Hope to
work with them again.
Dmitri Tarakhovsky; U.S Embassy Azerbaijan Attaché
Dear Don, I've written this recommendation of your work to share with others. “No matter what
your needs Don and the Dina Preston Band will never let you down. We have called on the Dina
Preston Band many times to make our parties and corporate events a hit. Hands free operation is
the key draw to the picture and watch this group put things in order and you can just kick back and
enjoy your guests. Howard J. Fleischmann
Our company, USA Hosts, has worked with Don and the Dina Preston Band for many years.
They are the utmost professional and their music has been enjoyed by many of our corporate clients.
I would recommend Don and the Dina Preston Band to anyone who wants to hear great
music and work with and experienced and reliable team!
Laura Webb McConnell

Dear Don & Dina,
You & your band know how to read the crowd and play all styles of music!
I would recommend you in an instant!
Thanks for making our event successful & memorable.
Adrianne Foster; Wells Fargo
Impressive Series of Shows in Armenia in 2007
"The Dina Preston Band visited Yerevan, Armenia, in the summer of 2007. They were true cultural
ambassadors. The band was very easy to work with, very organized, punctual, and enthusiastic about
all performance opportunities, and gave great shows.
Anahit Khachatryan; U.S. State Department Armenia
Dina,
I can’t tell you what it means for you to come and perform for us.
Singing “Man I Feel Like Women” with the Dina Preston Band will always be a great memory.
Take care and thanks for visiting us here in Kuwait! SPC Gary B. Anderko
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Don & Dina Simply put in 3 words; the Dina Preston Band was Sensational, Dynamic and
AWESOME!!!!! A mix of country, pop, rock and patriotic songs earned them a well deserved
standing ovation. The U.S. Marines from Twenty-Nine Palms and Camp Pendleton sang with Dina
on stage creating a legend on film that is being seen on military bases in Iraq and worldwide uplifting
the spirits of deployed soldiers. The audience was roaring with laughter! Dina Preston is a
tremendously talented vocalist with a beautiful and clear voice. Dina and Don are a rare
combination of musical talent, enthusiasm and humor!!!
Rabbine Harpell; Owner Jubilee Communication & Productions Bend, Oregon
The Dina Preston Band is an awesome group of Pro's !!! We were in awe of their talents and
that we could get them for our New Year’s Eve bash. Completely charming and pleasing to work
with I would recommend them to anyone who wants an all around band that is capable of
managing any audience no matter how diverse. At our event we had all kinds of different
demands from ballroom music (including a tango), also rock, country, oldies, etc. and they handled
all of it with grace and poise. They have experience, and they have lots of class, and they are
really fun to work with!!
Sincerely, Chris Canedy
Event planner -Cortez, CO
We hired the Dina Preston Band for a corporate Western themed party. They did a great job of
playing a wide variety of both classic and modern country. They sounded great and everybody
enjoyed listening to the music throughout the evening. The band is very organized and
professional which was very important for a corporate function. Would definitely hire the
Dina Preston Band again…
-Lindsay H., Land O' Lakes Inc.

Thanks for a magnificent Event! I'd like to thank you on behalf of the entire board
of GEMDEMS and our event Co-Chairs for a wonderful evening of entertainment!
Our events are known to many due to the entertainment and you always come
through with it!
Beverly Fox-Miller
GEMDEMS Chair
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Excellent Performers
I have seen them perform several times from large corporate events to more intimate
private parties. They are very talented and get the crowd involved. They work
very hard to become a part of your event and not just another add on.
Steve Marciano, Phoenix Mesa Hilton
The Dina Preston Band was a “Huge Hit”…
Everyone had a great time thanks to the Dina Preston Band. They kept the
crowd dancing and having a ton of fun. I can't stop hearing all the raves and
compliments on how great the band was. Great job guys!! It was a party to
remember! Julie Breazeale
Expertise:
Professionalism:
Communication:
WOW!!!! What a band!! I highly recommend this band for any event that anyone
would have. Very accommodating, personable, and outstanding performance. They
rocked the house at our festival and the crowd loved them. Definitely a big
plus to our festival. We loved them..
Standin’ On the Corner Foundation Board of Directors
Yvonne Howeth -Yvonne H, Winslow, AZ
Professional, personable, and sounds great!
These guys were a good act with a nice range of music. My scenario made a
hard turn with my “Ammo Power Permit” not being granted. NO PROBLEM,
these guys came on the scene and gave an entertaining Acoustic show…..
Peter Sullivan, UPS Members of the 104

Let’s add your Testimonial to our list of happy clients!
www.dinaptrestonband.com
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